
time honored
The Loro Piana family began trading woolen fabrics six 
generations ago, paving the way for Pietro Loro Piana to 
establish the eponymous brand in 1924 that specializes  
in the manufacturing of fine cashmere to this day. As 
of late, it has extended its textile repertoire to embrace 
the age-old art of ikat, whose deep roots and handmade 
composition have enabled Loro Piana to stay true to its 
design ethos of quality, craftsmanship and tradition.
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Top: Artisans from indigenous parts of Indonesia hand make each of Loro 
Piana Interiors’ ikat fabrics. Clockwise from center left: Ikat entails bunching 
fibers together with tight ligatures so they may be resistant-dyed prior to 
being woven into fabrics that inherently exude a watercolor effect. These 
threads are loomed together after being dyed with a combination of 
pigments comprising natural, vegetable and animal elements. It can 
take at least 15 weeks to make a piece of fabric measuring 50 yards.

woven tale 
[history repeating]

perating for years as a fabric house producing luxury goods and apparel, Loro Piana launched Loro Piana Interiors in 2006 as 

a way to dress the home with the same discerning eye and uncompromised standards one would use when curating a personal 

wardrobe. Steeped in tradition: The fabrics are all special in their own right—teeming with rich histories and customs that 

are shared between generations, and made with the same dedication to craft by trusted artisans in the Piedmont region of 

Northern Italy. Most of these craftsmen have been with the company their entire lives and learned the artistry from their 

elders. But there’s one process that perhaps has the most enchanting story to tell, one that would journey to the indigenous 

realms of Indonesia in order to be realized: the ancient technique of ikat. Divine intervention: “Women customarily handle 

production, from dyeing to knitting,” the brand’s deputy chairman Pier Luigi Loro Piana says of fashioning ikats, whereby 

previously gathered warp or weft fibers, or both, are resistant-dyed with carefully selected pigments before they’re unbound and woven together to create dreamy 

watercolor-esque imagery. “The art of ikat is handed down from mother to daughter and is considered a tool to communicate one’s identity through the designs, 

many of which have spiritual significance. Because of the extensive workmanship and intricate skills involved in the weaving, some cultures believe the fabrics are 

imbued with magical power.” Fashion-forward: Though largely specializing in precious raw materials—cashmere, baby cashmere, fine merino wools, vicuña, 

and even the lotus flower—when it comes to ikat, Loro Piana turns to the Indonesian area’s native resource of cotton in its infinite quest for authenticity. Having 

recently expanded under the brand’s Maharaja collection, the ikats join delicate wools, lightweight linens and sumptuous silk-velvets that exhibit a well-traveled 

palette inspired by exotic spices and radiant gemstones. With these cultural influences, homes, too, can wear the mark of stories that transcend time and place.
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